Hand Writing Analysis Study

Handwriting analysis is a tedious and methodical process that relies on extensive
knowledge of the way people form letters, which characteristics of letter formation are unique and the physiological processes
behind writing - the ways in which a person's fine-motor skills can affect his or her handwriting and leave clues about the author's
identity or personality.
The primary basis of handwriting analysis as a science is that every person in the world has a unique way of writing. And while
two or more people may share a couple of individual characteristics, the chance of those people sharing 20 or 30 individual
characteristics is so unlikely that many handwriting analysts would say it's impossible.
First and foremost, handwriting analysts must be able to accurately distinguish between style characteristics and individual
characteristics, which takes a lot of training.
For the bases of this Hand Writing Analysis We are studying - Personality types & strengths/weakness.

Answer these questions:
1.

Age of person being analyzed? __________, gender? ________________

2. On a separate sheet of lined paper, (it must be lined) Write me four short stories.
3.

Or if you’re having this done on someone other than yourself, you need to send as much hand written letters or hand written stuff
as possible. Currently written. Bills don’t really work well.

(Give me seven to ten lines of story per subject below. You can finish by using the back)

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Write a Story about your favorite pet.
Write a Story about your most admired person or being.
Write a Story describing your current job at length. (If unemployed your last job.)
Write a Story describing your dream vacation with lots of details.
Write out your Name, mailing address, and phone number, and text number on the back.
When you are done writing, mail back your essays with payment to:
Joni Lund 1295 1st ST S,
Carrington, ND 58421-1905

Questions: text (701) 351-9305
address, & phone number.

or call about 9PM at (701) 652-1986 Remember to include your name, mailing

This is the scientific study of brain development, psychology, and its relationship to characteristics of handwriting. It in no way for sees the
future or is guaranteed for accuracy. However, with time, practice, and feedback from clients, my skill will increase. I will give my opinion of
personality characterizes that I think I see. I will suggest possible changes to consider in your life, when I see a need too. I will point out the
strong characteristics of your nature, life, and possible fields you would do well, when I perceive them. This analysis can be used to assess
your personal growth over time or for fun.
I will send back a report, or letter. I will keep a copy on file so that when you have another analysis we can compare the changes in your life.
Because how you live, and think will show up in the body. This is why this diagnostic is helpful.
Standard rate of Hand Writing Analysis is on Aug 2015 is $1,200. Per document, or $300. Per hour.
My rate is a flat $65.00
When you receive your report back, send me feedback in the areas where you believe I am accurate & inaccurate. As this is a scientific study.
In a letter form. Thank you! Sincerely;

Joni Lund

By having us do this analysis, you agree and are saying you will not hold us liable for any consequences/circumstances/actions/costs on
your part or other individuals from the information we provide or the actions, you or others take because of the information you receive.

